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SPACES WITH sn-NETWORK g-FUNCTIONS

TRAN VAN AN AND LUONG QUOC TUYEN

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the concepts of an sn-
network g-function, an sn-developable space, and a strongly sn-
developable space as generalizations of a �weak base g-function,�
a �g-developable space,� and a �strongly g-developable space,� re-
spectively. Then we give some characterizations of sn-symmetric
spaces, Cauchy sn-symmetric spaces, sn-metrizable spaces, and
Cauchy sn-symmetric spaces with σ-(P )-property sn-networks.

1. Introduction

In [11], Kyung Bai Lee introduced CWC-maps and g-developable spaces
and gave some characterizations of g-developable spaces. Later, Zhi Min
Gao [4] introduced the notion of weak base g-functions by means of weak
bases to study the metrizability of a topological space. In 2006, Y. Tanaka
and Y. Ge [18] introduced strongly g-developable spaces and gave some
characterizations of g-developable spaces.

In this paper, we introduce the concepts of an sn-network g-function,
an sn-developable space, and a strongly sn-developable space as gener-
alizations of a �weak base g-function,� a �g-developable space,� and a
�strongly g-developable space,� respectively. Then we give some char-
acterizations of sn-symmetric spaces, Cauchy sn-symmetric spaces, sn-
metrizable spaces, and Cauchy sn-symmetric spaces with σ-(P )-property
sn-networks.

Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be T1 and regular
and N denotes the set of all natural numbers. Given two families P and
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